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FLINK 

FLINCK 

Have a look at this painting of a Father of the 

Church. What ails it? 

Plenty. first evotmallews 1b is) very j.dirty, 

disfigured by an old, yellowed varnish. There are aes © Gig 

of scratches, particularly on the lower left. Look also at 

the discolored restoration showing up as dark patches. There 

is also some "cupping" in various places, slightly loose paint 

that needs re-attachment. 

Most interesting, look at that wnite vestment, 

with the Maltese cross. Thiswis einew's) paint, put fon long 

after the portrait was finished. Note the traces of the 

thickly painted gold chain which is covered by the white 

vestment. Some of the original paint can actually be seen 

peeking through the overpaint. 

Why would anyone do that? We don't really know; 

perhaps because of some damage which the restorer found easier 

to hide by overpainting the whole section rather than trying 

to retouch losses, which can be a painstaking process. We'll 

know more when the overpaint has been removed. 

Ss 





REMBRANDT'S MOTHER 

Have a good look at this afoot of an old woman believed to 

be Rembrandt's mother. Can you see the large monogram R HL , 

with the letters intertwined, on the upper right? 

Whoever drew this, bona fide or mala fide, wanted 

it to look like Rembrandt's monogram. Should we trust such a 

monogram? You have already seen in No.56 that the Rembrandt 

signature was not to be trusted. 

When the style of the painting makes us believe 

that is byethat artist. and the = monogram looks fcontemporary 

Withethe painting. sthenmit as probably sright.@ ing this) case, 

the monogram isecemtainiy old; and for a very ong) time, until 

just a few years ago, it was considered to be genuine. That 

belief was strengthened because it belonged to a famous 

Italian collector, Cardinal Fesch who owned several genuine 

Rembrandts, and who believed this one to be genuine also. 

Winiwlle Renloresinalie etaltcl ln iekeiel, Jen lbueweins = 

whose work you have seen in Nos.2 and 56 - were working 

together, their styles were very similar. Both were great 

artists, and if they had stopped painting in the early 1630s, 

both would have been considered comparably able artists. 

Rembrandt went from strength to strength, however, and his 

last paintings are his most moving. Lievens continued with 

competent works, but his later works are not really comparable 





Promega Corporation 

Annual Meeting of Shareholders 

Ju lypal oe ood 

The Annual Meeting of Shareholders was held at The Radisson 

Inn Madison, 517 Grand Canyon Drive on Julyels, L98t. 

Forty seven of our shareholders were represented in person 

and 22 additional shareholders were represented by proxy. ie 

total voting shares represented at the meeting amounted to 

1,033,110. This represents 85.9% of the eligible votes. 

Following a brief reception, the meeting was called to 

order by William A. Linton, President, at 1:15 p.m. Mr. Linton 

welcomed everyone to the meeting and gave special recognition to 

those shareholders who traveled to Madison. 

A declaration of a quorum at the meeting was made by the 

Secretary, Ralph Kauten. 

Business Portion 

Mr. Linton indicated that minutes to thes prior Shareholders’ 

Meeting (July 14, 1986) had been circulated prior to this 

meeting. Mr. Linton called for a motion to dispense with pie 

reading of the minutes to the prior meeting. Thomas G. Ragatz 

so moved. The motion was seconded, there was no discussion and 

the motion passed unanimously. 

The chair called for a motion to accept the minutes of the 

Dr Lon Shareholders' Meeting. James Potter so moved. The motion 

was seconded, following discussion the motion passed unanimously. 

William A. Linton presented the following slate of nominees 

for nomination to the Board of Directors. 

William A. Linton, President, Promega Corporation 

Ian R. N. Bund, Managing Director, MBW Management, inc: 

Robert A. Comey, Vice President, InvestAmerica Venture Group, Inc 

Donald C. Paul, former Vice President of Ouality Assurance £or 

Oscar Mayer 

William S$. Reznikoff, Professor, U.W. Department of Biochemistry 

Franietiack wPelisek, Senior Partner, Michael; Best & Friedrich 

A call was made for further nominations from the PLO O Ts. 

There being none, Mr. Linton asked for a vote on the slate as 

nominated. The slate of nominees were elected as presented. 





Report on Operations 

Mr. Linton began the Report on Operations portion of the 

meeting with a brief report on the Research Products business 

Topics covered in this portion of the presentation included 

analysis of Promega's Products, the Markets and the Distribution 

Channels. 

To launch into a presentation on the Detection Systems 

business, Mr. Linton announced that Promega had reached agreement 

with Ciba Corning Diagnostics Corporation. The agreement 

resulted in the signing of a 5-year development contract and 
manufacturing and supply agreement. A brief description of the 

objectives of the agreement was presented along with an 
identification of what the agreement will provide to Promega. 

Mr. Ralph Kauten, Secretary-Treasurer of Promega gave a 
presentation which provided a review of revenues over the past 

five years. In addition, a review of revenues and pretax 

earnings was provided over the most recent six fiscal quarters. 

Finally a review of the source and applications of cash was 
provided. 

Mr. Kauten entertained questions from the floor on the 
financial analysis for fiscal year ended March 3l, 1987. At the 
conclusions of the questions and answers, the meeting was 

returned to Mr. Linton. 

Mr. Linton gave a summary of fiscal year 1987 and provided 

some projections for the future. 

At this point, the floor was opened for questions. 

David Schroder, who had served Promega as a member of the 
Board of Directors since April 1984 asked to make a statement. 
Mr. Schroder, effective with this meeting, had resigned his 

position as a Board representative for MorAmerica Capital 
Corporation. 

Mr. Schroder stated that it was his belief that the Company 
was well poised for continued success and growth, congratulated 
Promega on settlement of the Warner Lambert issue and the 

Signing of the agreement with Ciba Corning Diagnostics. Mr. 
echrodéer extended his congratulations to the entire staff of 
Promega. 
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CHANCELLOR DUNNING TRUST 

in 1946, the University received $100,000 from an anonymous 

donor for the establishment of the Chancellor Dunning Trust. Under the terms 

of the gift, the following letter from the donor is to be read by the Board 

of Trustees every three years. 

To the Principal and Vice-Chancellor 

of Queen's University: 

| desire to establish at Queen's University a permanent 

tribute to your Chancellor, Hon. Charles A. Dunning, in the @ 

hope that the inspiration of a life of public service will 

help future students to do their part in service to humanity. 

To this end, | am enclosing a cheque for $100,000 

payable to ''Queen's University Endowment Fund'' and request 

that the University accept the following obligations with 

regard thereto: 

Its That the donation shall be treated with absolute 

confidence as anonymous, 

2 That it be called the ''Chancellor Dunning Trust''; 

3% That, once in every three years, the Trustees of 

Queen's University read this letter and decide, in 

the light of then existing conditions, how best the 

income from the Trust may be expended to promote = 

understanding and appreciation of the supreme 

importance of the dignity, freedom and responsibility 

of the individual person in human society - and 

shall publish this memorandum, together with their decision in 

the Students' Newspaper. 

October 2, 1946. ''Anonymous'' 

Professor Gerald Hodge, Chairman of the Dunning Trust 

Sub-Committee, has submitted the following report on the use of the Trust, 

and the recommendation of the Dunning Trust Sub-Committee for the use of the 

funds for the next three years. 
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Page 76 

Appendix G 

D. Information Examined and Sought by the Review Committee 

nt The Director of the Institute provided the Committee with 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(da) 

(a) 

(b) 

The 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Copies of the Annual Report for 1980, 1981, 1982 

All the publications emanating from the Institute 

A survey of the links (research, teaching, advisory, 

and so forth) between the Institute and the rest of 

the University in 1980, 1981, 1982, and 1983 

Three memoranda from Mrs. Graham (March 1, March 14, 

and April 18) related to project proposals and the 

1983 and 1984 budgets for the Institute 

An open invitation to members of the University 

community to send comments pertaining to the review 

was placed in the April 23 issue of the Gazette. 

Letters soliciting comments and views concerning the 

Institute were sent directly to all Deans, Directors, 

and Heads of Schools, Departments, Centres and Insti- 

tutes, either directly or indirectly associated with 

the work of the Institute. 

Committee wrote directly to: 

Professor M. Brownstone (University of Toronto) and 

Professor L.J. Sharpe (Nuffield College, Oxford), 

requesting their views concerning the likely future 

directions of, and developments in, local government 

research; 

thirty individuals or organizations working in local 

government operations of one type or another, all 

of whom are on the current mailing list of the Insti- 

tute publication, Urban Focus, requesting their 

reactions to the work of the Institute over the past 

few years and the services they would like to receive 

from it (and be willing to pay for); 

Professors G. Nader (Trent University), D.J. Higgins 

St. Mary's University), and M. Brownstone (University 

of Toronto) for an appraisal of the recent publica- 

tions of the Institute; and 

the individuals referred to in C.2(b) above, concern- 

ing future possible developments (particularly in 

terms of faculty resources) in the area of local - 

government in the units for which they have admini- 

strative responsibility. 
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r=) BOARD OF TRUSTEES" TASK FORCE ON PHYSICAL RESOURCES PLANNING 

Terms Ole ReEerCiCe 

oe elOmerev town Liew eCUlnelin OLlGanl Zaulone andwsprocequres «for 

planning the Queen's University campus and physica | 

facitiwcLes : 

2. To review the current organization and procedures related to 
making aesthetic judgements which affect the appearance 
Of ithe! campus and sttcubunuldinas (e.g westcingeof) builtdang, 
selection “or “architects, sselection» “and ) location of 
sculptures, treatment of landscaping, etc.) and to make 

appropriate recommendations to the Board of Trustees. 

3. To invite discussion throughout the Queen's community of the 

© matters under review. 

4. To recommend changes as necessary and appropriate to ensure 
the application of an effective planning process to the near- 
term, intermediate- and long-term development of the Queen's 
campus, its buildings and other physical facilities. 

5h eeLLOSSULN tl torecommendatLonse to che BOdrd OL li rustees prion 

to the end of the 1987/8 academic year. 





Site. The new construction must be physically linked to the 
existing three buidings; Dupuis Hall. = Goodwin. Hal “and = the 
Technology Centre. A planning budget of Sivoo U00 Ts SameLeques ted 
to plan the two phases of the development of the Dupuis site and 
LORsDringethes first phasevor chissproyect to the working drawing 
Stage. 

MOTION: "That it be recommended to the Board of 
Trustees, subject to the approval of the Finance 
Committee, that a planning budget of $175,000 be 
established to permit the requisite planning for 
phases I and=iil of the Dupuis Hall site and to 
permit development of working drawings, for a project 
to provide approximately 1250 nasm of additional 
Space in, or adjacent to, Dupuis Hall with funds 
to be initially provided from the general University 
fund, to be re-imbursed from the project funding 
when the project proceeds. 

D- Richardson Labs - Etherington Hall Renovations 

Richardson Labs and Etherington Hall are approximately 30 
years old. Both buildings now urgently require modifications to 
bring j~them*tovcurrentsbuilding and) fire’ code™ requirements. The 
electrical distribution system is inadequate to meet the demands 
Ofe a. modernmerescarch) laboratcnyemelliany "Ole sthesscircuits are 
ungrounded. The heating system is inadequate in many areas, the 
ventilation system, particularly for the fumehood exhausts is 
inadequate and obsolete. Egress from Richardson Lab does not 
MeStw theme CUDLCNtL fire Mrequlations. Noe Simple eSolutione as 
apparent lOc SmmOeCtIClencyscndad CTS me probablemmtiat) | ae new 
stairwell will have to be constructed. At present the space in 
Richardson Lab is standing empty despite urgent need for the 
Department of Pathology for laboratory and office space. 

This project has been submitted to the Provincial Government 
for consideration as a project to be funded from our remaining 
OHRDP entitlement. It has been our experience that the 
BLOVINCL a leeGOVeEINMCitMmLSEMOrcmLaike hy tomprovide funding ssfor a 
project for which tenders can be awarded almost immediately after 
the funding announcement is made, than for projects which are 
still in the planning stage. Preliminary estimates place the 
COST OE BeChe pro jectsatmabout S900 7,000. =Auplanntnge budget, stor 
$70,000 is requested for planning, engineering design and 
development of working drawings. 

MOTION: "That it be recommended to the Board of 
Truscees, subject to) the vapproval lof the’ Finance 
Committee, that a planning budget of $70,000 be 
established to permit planning, engineering design 
and development of working drawings for the renovation 
of Richardson Labs and Etherington Hall with the funds 
to be initially provided from the general University 

fund to be re-imbursed from the project funding when 
the project proceeds." 





was added. Currently, the allocation of responsibilities among Vice- 

Principals is again under review. 

Vice-Principals are appointed by the Boara for a tive-year term on the 

recommendation of the Principal, usually following advice by a 

representative committee. The Vice-Principals perform a statf function tor 

the Principal. Under the present arrangements the Vice-Principal 

Institutional Relations has taken a special responsibility for external 

relations, strategic planning, student services and the Regisctatriseotiice. 

This Vice-Principal has also been responsible tor the Art Centre, 

Athletics, Career Planning and Placement, the Residences, the International 

Centre, the McGill-Queen’s Press, the Performing Arts Utfice, the Queen’s 

Quarterly, the Queen’s Radio Station, the Student Counselling Services, the 

Student Health Service and the University Centre. ‘The Vice-Principal 

Resources has been responsible tor financial services and systems, 

personnel services, computing services, investment and insurance, resources 

planning, and alumni development and fund raising. ‘The Vice-Principal 

Services has overseen the library, the physical plant, occupational health 

and safety, security, parking, planning and management ot facilities, 

purchasing, Queen’s television, technology transfer and legal services. 

In addition, he has assumed an overall responsibility for co-ordination and 

promotion of external relations relating to research, working closely with 

the Dean of Graduate Studies and Research, the Director ot the Office ot 

Research Services, the Associate Deans for Research in the major Faculties, 

and with a variety of external bodies whose policies aftect what the 

University can accomplish in research. The Vice-Principal Health Sciences 

has been responsible for ensuring harmonious relations with the associated 

medical institutions. I1n addition to attending the weekly meetings of the 





recommendations from their Faculty Boards. The Deans are key members of 

the Principal’s Committee of Vice-Principals and Deans. In addition, trom 

time to time the Deans are called upon to report to the Boad ot Trustees on 

developments within their Faculties. 

The Dean of Graduate Studies and Kesearch is in a somewhat different 

position from the other Faculty and School Deans. This Dean with his 

Associate Dean administers only a few interdepartmental Schools, Centres and 

Institutes, but i; responsible for the administration of all graduate 

programs within the University. Furthermore, with the Director of Research 

Services, the Dean of Graduate Studies and Research is charged with 

encouraging research and with assisting the obtaining of research funding 

for all the Faculties and Schools (except Medicine). Consequently, the Dean 

of Graduate Studies and REsearch must collaborate very closely with the 

other Deans. 

Within each department administrative responsibility is focused in a 

Department Head. At Queen’s, to emphasize their responsibility tor academic 

leadership, the title of Department Head rather than that of Department 

Chairman has been preferred, although the History Department has since the 

197Us made itself an exception in this respect. Department Heads are 

appointed by the Principal normally for five-year terms on the advice of a 

representative Principal’s committee chaired by the Dean or an Associate 

Dean. These committees are charged with reviewing the present state and 

future prospects of a department as the basis for making their recomendation 

and are normally composed not only of representatives from the department 

concerned but from related departments. ‘This arrangement ensures that there 

is a periodic critical review of the development of each department. ‘the 

39 





terms of Department Heads are renewable, but subject on each occasion to a 

formal review. 

Department Heads are responsible for organizing the teaching program 

and teaching duties within their departments; for organizing the work of the 

support statf; for administering the departmental budget; for making 

recommendations to the Dean and Principal regarding appointment, promotion, 

tenure and leave of academic staff (following procedures establistea by the 

Senate); for recommending salary increases of academic and support staff; for 

encouraging research within their departments; ana tor ensuring that student 

concerns are taken into account. Department heads are usually assisted in 

these duties by an administrative assistant and by a variety ot departmental 

committees. Department heads or their delegates also serve on the Committee 

ot Departments in the Faculties in which their departments teach. 

4. The Constituent Communities and Associated Urganizations 

The four constituent communities within the University -- the academic 

staff, the students, the support staff and the graduates -- are all very 

much involved in the processes of decision-making within Queen’s, albeit in 

different proportions and at different levels. 

The academic staff, as teachers and researchers, represent the heart ot 

the University given its educational and research functions. Il1t is not 

surprising, therefore, that they should constitute a majority ot the electea 

members on the senior academic body within the University, the Senate, and a 

majority of the members within the Faculty boards and Departmental meetings. 

In addition, academic staff are represented on the Board of Trustees by the 

Principal and by some otficial observers. By virtue of their representation 

on Senate they also constitute a significant portion ot the University 

Council. Furthermore, the academic staft provides a substantial proportion 

40 





of the members of Senate, Faculty and Departmental Committees as well as ot 

most Principal’s Advisory Committees. A number serve on various Board 

Committees. Perhaps most significant, it is trom the academic staff that 

the major executive officers of the University have been drawn -- the 

Principal, Vice-Principals, Deans and Associate Deans, Department Heads and 

Directors of Institutes and Centres. Thus there is no denying that the 

academic staff plays a major role in the governance of Queen’s University. 

But in addition to the bodies within Queen’s aleady described, there 

is one, the Faculty Association, with its own officers and executive 

committee, which represents the interests of academic staff and 

protessional librarians in relation to conditions of employment, salaries 

and benefits. The importance of this organization is recognized in the 

governance arrangements. The Faculty Association is consulted by the 

Principal in the process of naming the three official faculty observers on 

the Board of Trustees; the President of the Faculty Association is an ex 

officio member on the Senate; and there are Faculty Association observers 

on the Senate Committee on Academic Development, Appointment, Promotion, 

Tenure and Leave and on Budget Review. In addition, the Faculty 

Association has often been represented on Principal’s Advisory Committees 

where such representation was relevant. In the mid-19/Us, during the term 

ot oftice of Principal Watts, a Consultative Group composed of 

representatives of the Faculty Association and of the Principal and a 

select number of Vice-Principals or Deans was established to facilitate 

regular consultation on such matters as salary levels, benefits, and 

promotion and tenure procedures which were of concern to the membership ot 

the Faculty Association. While the Consultative Group has been a forum tor 

consultation rather than negotiation, the regularity and frankness of these 

meetings has in most years contributed to a better understanding on both 

4] 





ISAAG LUTTICHUYS 

Portraits range from the informal- look at our 

Novia #= fo 1thestormal,s ofvens meant (to tell) ussisomething 

about the sateer’s interests and profession. 

What do you think was the profession of the man 

depicted here? 

It will help you to know that the book shown is 

Vessalius' Anatomy, and the curious print (fig i) 16 OMe Ox 

a Muscle Man Holding his own Skin, that had first appeared 

in a medical book a hundred years earlier. 

Andreas Vesalius was the first modern anatomist. 

His textbook, first published in 1543, was republished many 

times, and the edition you see here - identified by the 

print - is Cornelis Danckerts' Amsterdam edition of 1647. 

}- 

ares | yas pas Cex ‘yt ar 

~e S > 
24 > \b kot Ase 

Cornelis Danckerts Wasa Puy laser of books and 

a maker of globes - can you see the globe behind the book? 

This portrait is signed “by the artist, lsaac 

Luttichuys, and dated 1657, but the signature and date are 

oss r |e sc> 

to see in ordinary light. Turn on the ultraviolet 

light, and it is really quite clear: (Sxptanatiom) 





BACKER BAPTISM 

There are all sorts of ways of "signing'’ a painting, - 

full signatures, monograms, devices of all kinds. The artist Pieter 

de, Ring. torerexamp lene jst mancluded ssa ering ine each istalLlife | he 

painted. 

One of the most interesting ways of signing a painting is 

to pur “a self portrait into=the painting. Just as) Alfred Hitchcock 

appeared in some small part in each of his films, {nd Peers. £un £Oetry 

to spot ay some artists have done a—stmttear—thing-— con teres oa 

L@olk aie telnke BYNES OF “nishh; IWIN) ehoyel SSS wie felis IS 

anything rather strange in this painting. 

Actually there are several oddities, the 17th century blue 

Delft bowl in a New Testament story, for instance. And where is the 

young man, next to the negro boy on the right, standing? In a ditch? 

But concentrate on the face of that. young man, a face so out of place 

i?) this Story, “looking directly at wus insteadvot taking wpart: in. the 

story presented.. 

We have seen that face’ before, in the self portrait of 
( sf 2 

ae avthy 
Jacob Backer (fig 1). The face in our painting is a young face,/an on | 

re 

Ganlvwouk,peauterul ine color, put a bit” clumsy in execution: a 

mature artist would not have painted himself in a ditch like that. 





S de Bray 

This painting shows a rather unusual subject, 

Hagar brought to Abraham by Sarahif (Genesis 16 1-3). Sarah 

was childless and, when Abraham was 85 years old, she 

brought her maid, Hagar, to him in the hope chat (she might 

Navjcmame nemleces 

What Sul Cm mos EUMITS talline t lisemO EaEELISm_siicles 

panel? 

Surely Hagar's (derriére.) Artists were always 

influenced by other artist. Solomon de Bray had worked on 

large paintings in ‘Fhe Hague with Jacob Jordaens, the 

well-known Flemish artist, and was probably familiar with 

the main figure of Jordden|s’ Allegory One Pemienisliey iow dim 

Brussels (fig 1). Jordaens in turn took that (derriare) from 

Claes Cornelisz. Moeyart's in the Mauritshuis (fig 

2), and Moeyart in turn — perhaps through other artists - 

book 1tetromia higure of Aphrodite by Praxiteles (frig 3). 

The saying that there is nothing new under the 

Sun. does nNotesapply to “ally paintings — abstract” art is 

really new — but it does apply to a good many, as you can 

"sit-upon" transmitted from the antique to a 

Pre-Rembrandtist to Jacob Jordaens to Solomon de Bray. 
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Covll, i atese 

L 
Look at this simple stile painted in Amsterdam in 

1664 by an artist who specialized in stillifes- Can you see any 

Gwen heeshi) LAL, 
evidence of A painting underneath?* Perhaps even the outline of 

a face under the white jug with the crest of Amsterdam? Do you 

TIAN > 
see the vertical lLéa@s in the bottom third of the painting? Why 

are they there? 

Ge 
An X-ray reveals all. Under this stillite is the 

portrait of a man, complete with a white ruff, fer which the 

pumy 
first artist used a lot of lead whiteA which shows’ up 

particularly well in the X-ray. 

Artists' materials are quite expensive and in 

earlier centuries were even more so. Pigments had to be ground 

by na wooden panels had to be bevelled and cured, SOmpI GEES 

not surprising that panels and canvases were re-used; even 

Rembrandt painted some of his works on top of others. Usually 

it takes an X-ray to see what is underneath, but not always. 

Sometimes the paint underneath is so thick that you can see the 

outline through the final work. 

Clearly Collier didn't think tee much of this 

ly painted his portrait, done some 50 years earlier, and merr 

StL et emone cop. Frankly, (we) prefer the stillfite also: 





ead 
BOY 

lie 2S OREQG SO med GaAsiaee wo welll whee «2 

painting is not than to decide what it is. 

When Carl Mechel, a previous Milwaukee owner of 

ENissporcraiteot a boy, purchased wt. intman antique store ain 

Vienna in 1926, he was told that it was by the famous Dutch 

artist.) Frans Halls. We do not, have a painting by Hals to 

show you, but you may have seen one of the = many 

reproductions of Hals' works, such as the Laughing Cavalier. 

Do you think our painting looks like a work by Frans Hals? 

NORM OLMECOUISS Cm Oler Frans Hals is much more 

impressionistic in style. Slapdash is mot the right word, 

but if you have looked at some of his works, you will know 

what we mean 

Thiswpaintuee Ss ivmexcellentescondition and so 

intriguing, - for who did paint it, where and when? 





Many of the world's ablest art historians have 

tried to solve this particular puzzle and have come up with 

many different solutions, none generally accepted. Some 

tal 
have suggested that it is Bolognese,’ .perhaps by Annibale 

Caracci or one of his brothers, about 1580 or 90. Another 

eminent seart @hastortan| ) was —convinced” that “ity as by a 

Bolognese artist, Guercino, painted a little later, while 

another scholar suggested that it is Roman}, between Vouet 

and Bernini. Then there is a group of art historians who 

don ts think®thateituiceltalianswat all{  bue Dutch, perhapsea 

Dutch artist working in Italy, about the middle of the 17th 

century. 

What a wonderful puzzle. Will ait) evers) be 

solved? Yes, of course, though perhaps not in our lifetime. 

pome Bdaymah att, nistorian willis look ats it Jand (point. .to 

another, signed work by the artist, painted in exactly the 

Same manner. That will greatly enhance its commercial 

value, but not its beauty. And even now it is clear the Mr. 

Mechel got a great bargain in Vienna when he bought this for 

a 1947p 
$500, even though $500 was worth a great deal more then than 

Li ILS IMOM fe 





FISHERMEN 

Look at this painting and enjoy! It is such a happy 

picture. But what does it show? And where and when was it painted? 

Lesyouethink that@iteis L/theormléth sore 19th century, 

Italian, you may also be right! 

But how can that be? Well, we have consulted some of 

the world's greatest art historians, and have received such diverse 

opinions, all the way from late 17th century Dutch to @ariy 19th 

century Italian or French. Clearly these cannot all bevrache.. but 

how can one decide? 

The coastline looks Dutch, and in) fact) just such a tower 

appears in many paintings of the coast near Scheveningen (see fig 

1). One able Dutch art historian believes that this is the work of 

Stomer, a late 17th century artist who worked in 5 Se ahs 

works are very rare and in out-of-the-way places 

.Perhaps a comparison will help, if we can find one. 

And what about the subject? Is it just a genre painting 

— some happy fisherfolk dancing on the shore? Perhaps so. But many 

artists depicted biblical scenes in the guise of genre. Could the 

footed central figure sitting on the rock be Jesus* sat 

Capernaum, and the happy people around him some of his disciples who 

were fishermen? We may never know. 

oad 

you may by right. And if you think that it is Dutch or French of o+ 





The first thing art historians and collectors do 

when studying a painting is to check the literature: what 

have other art historians thought and written about that 

work’ »Obten this is instructive and helpful, ‘but’ it ws not 

always reliable. 

Consider the case of this large Tobias and the 

angel cooking the fish. It bears a large signature, not 

easy to read, however. Can you make out the name of the 

artiste’ 

Before the painting was cleaned,one of Holland's 

ablest art historians, Prof. Horst Gerson, wrote a monograph 

on Philips Koninck, a Rembrandt student who specialized in 

creating beautiful long-view landscapes - some of the finest 

landscapes of the Golden Age of Holland. But Konincks also 

painted some portraits, as well as genre and biblical 

paintings, and siorst, Gerson, believed: this TOBLAS» to be! va 

work of Koninck, and listed it as, No.119 in his monograph. 

Cleaning showed that this was not correct. The 

painting is signed M. Fuick and dated 1663 in the lower 

right,- bute the signature, while large, is quite hard to 

And who was M.Fuick? Teena « 
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FLINCK 

Is it worthwhile to restore such a large painting? 

We think so, particularly as we believe that it is one of the 

most impressive works by one of Rembrandt's able students, 

Govaert Flinck, whose work you may know from a pair of 

portraits of 1649 in our museum (figs 1 and 2). 

This painting came to us from Sweden via a London 

Gallery where it was attributed to Jan van Noordt, an 

Amsterdam painter of the middle of the 17th century. 

So What makes us; think’ vol Flinck? Memory and 

experience play an important role. Professor W. Sumowski has 

pointece out that there is a counterproof drawing (hie S39 a har 

this portrait, signed by Flinck. Artists sometimes did chalk 

drawings which they then pressed down hard on another piece of 

paper - two drawings for the effort of one. The counterproof, 

OE COUnSe LSM Lance uSichma Ss yOURCcdn See. 

There is a copy or perhaps a replica after our 

painting in the museum in Potsdam (fig 4s nore thar is “does 

not have the white vestment or the cross. Ie Gis We el CepoRye 

Een iteewas done. petore §the voverpaint was “applied to ‘our 

painting. 

Go 





FLINCK 

Now, of course you will ask, what makes us_ so 

certain that this painting is an original? Copyists copy 

carefully. They cannot know exactly how the artist built up 

layers of paint to produce his finished work. Look how the 

paint fairly oozed out of the brush as the artist painted this 

work. The artist here really enjoyed himself. 

Compare this with No. 29,a copy after Flinck's ST. 

PAUL, now in Vienna. Notice how much more freely this 

Ontginals 1s 1 painted. The comparison may raise another 

question in your mind: could Flinck have painted this and the 

original in Vienna as a pair or as two of a series of apostles 

or evangelists? 

Possibly, but the Vienna painting is believed to 

be one of Flinck's early works, whereas this looks like one of 

his «mature works. With luck, the restorers will find that it 

is signed and dated: hope springs eternal. 





Maes Sacrifice 

MAES SACRIFICE 

theres are many sources, (for “worksieot “art: 

contemporary works, paintings, drawings, prints, works by 

older masters-— you can see several examples in this 

exhibition. 

An artist's most immediate source of inspiration 

is in his own drawings, done while he is thinking about how 

the finished painting should look. 

Look at the photographs of the drawings in figs 1 

-5, and compare these with the powerful painting we have here. 

Often thevartistwss “handwriting”, his, istyle of drawing, “is 

more easily identifiable than that of his painting. 

These five drawings have long been recognized as 

being by one of Rembrandt's ablest students, Nicolaes Maes. 

The painting was sold twice recently, once by Christie's in 

London in 1969, then called Barent Fabritius, and then again 

DY) Ghsistie Ss) InsNewerorc in 1 9dl,. attributedieo Jan Vietors. 

Fabritius and Victors were strongly influenced by Rembrandt - 

but Fabritius drew quite differently, and no Victors' drawings 

are known. Clearly, the drawings are preparatory sketches for r 

the painting, which must also be by Nicolaes Maes. 

ke 

| 
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Springfield,Missouri, USA 
1455 N Clay 
26.Februar 1964 

Chr. Kaiser Verlag 
Muenchen, Germany 

aS Sehr geehrter Herr Bissinger! 

Ich erhielt Thr Schreiben vom 5. Februarund bin Thnen 
fuer Ihre Mitteilungen ueber die Druckkosten des Exodus= 
kommentars meines Vaters sehr verbunden, 

Um die Angelegenheit weiter zu verfolgen,wuerde ich 
gerne wissen,was Ihre Bedingungen fuer den Verlag des Wer- 
kes bei einer Auflage von 1000 Exemplaren sein wuerden,.Wel- 
che Garantie fuer einen Minimumabsatz wuerden Sie beanspru- 
chen? 

Inzwischen bitte ich Sie,die Photokopie des Werkes 
— es an meinen Schwager 

Mr,.Ludwig Loewenthal,36 Finchley Road Lyndhurst Court 
%, Flat 501 London NW 8 England 

zu senden,damit einige Interessdénten in England es sehen 
koennen ° 

In der Hoffnung bald von Ihnen wieder zu hoeren, 
Mit vorzueglicher Hochachtung 

Dr. Ernest I,Yacob, Rabbi 

Dear Dr,.“aders: 

Thank you for your letter of February 
23 rd.I shall ask my sister to send the plftocopy of the manuscript 
to Mr.Bloch at the Soncino Press ,as soon as she receives it from 
Kaiser, 

Did you change your mind about the desirability of 
a foundation for tax purposes? 

Regarding the Genesis I remind you that Schocken still has 
the legal rights about this, 

Please, keep me posted about Harper, 

Best personal regards p g a 

Crt i Prat 




